
EXTRACT FROM CHAPTER 2 OF ‘RADICAL INFORMATION LITERACY’ 

This is from pages 56 - 63 of Radical Information Literacy (Whitworth 2014). Points of change 
between pages are indicated in the text to facilitate citation. The page numbers mark the top 
of each page. 

The work of Carol Kuhlthau, particularly her book Seeking Meaning (1993), is the best example of a 
psychological approach to IL (and LIS more broadly). It was claimed by Julien and Williamson 
(2011)  as  one of  the few,  perhaps the only,  extant  attempt to  bring together  the disciplines  of 
information seeking (focused on by information scientists) and IL (focused on by practitioners); 
and  to  integrate  psychology  into  IL,  as  called  for  by  Marcum  (2002)  amongst  others.  In  her 
introduction, Kuhlthau (1993, xvii-xviii) notes that librarianship is a practice-oriented field, and her 
work is an attempt to define theories on which the practice can become based. She critiques studies 
of  the  library  which  examine  the  effectiveness  of  the  library  qua  system,  judged  through 
quantitative  evaluations  (financial  health;  footfall;  large-scale  surveys;  percentage  of  searches 
which were successful; etc) (ibid, 79). Instead she calls for, and conducts, user-focused studies, to 
give deeper insight into the personal motivations and qualities affecting user interactions (ibid, 80). 
Through  these  studies,  she  transcends  the  emphasis  on  cognitive  change  that  [page  57] 
characterises work in IL pedagogy, to consider learning and information use as also involving 
affective change. Recognising this, her aim is to explore how library practices can accommodate the 
psychology of information seeking.

Kuhlthau’s foundation is the Personal Construct Psychology (PCP) of George Kelly (1963). Kelly 
added an affective dimension to theories of thinking and learning by finding ways to observe this 
dimension (Kuhlthau 1993, xix). Adding this dimension means that for Kelly, and thus Kuhlthau, 
cognitive change, affective change and changes in actions are a unified whole (Kuhlthau 1993, p. 
26); thus, so are learning and transformation at the personal scale (ibid, xix):

Our view of the world is constantly being constructed by new experiences. This process 
begins  with  uncertainty  which  increases  as  we  encounter  inconsistencies  and 
incompatibilities  within the new information itself  and with our previously established 
constructs. Construction takes place through a process of formulating tentative hypotheses 
for testing, assessing, defining, refining, and reconstruing. Ultimately, new constructs are 
formed; these alter and expand the existing system -- in other words, we learn.

The personal constructs that shape our experience of learning and transformation can therefore be 
considered forms of cognitive authority: they are “integrated, organized representation[s] of past 
behaviour  and  experience  which  guide  individuals  in  reconstructing  previously  encountered 
material...” (ibid, 24 via Bruner 1973, 5). Constructs shape how new experiences are received, and if 
there  is  conflict  between  existing  constructs  (authorities)  and  new  experiences  (information), 
uncertainty will be enhanced. Consequences may include anxiety, or other negative psychological 
effects including denial, anger and confusion (Fransella and Dalton 2000, 39-43).

But though these constructs are sometimes explicit, more often they are unarticulated, and thus 
concealed. Any personal construct is a way of thinking: a methodology from which springs methods 
and structures for processing information (Kuhlthau 1993,  185): “Recall is based on our former 
constructs (world view) which form a frame of reference for selective remembering.” But (ibid, 20): 
the “constructs that we have formed are not easily discarded... “ These can hamper the receipt of 
challenging new information. We may avoid the change or challenge, entrenching around existing 
constructs and reaffirming them, becoming [page 58] “stuck” (Fransella and Dalton 2000, 14) with 
a way of thinking that is not necessarily appropriate for changed circumstances.



An example of a construct would be “I am healthy”. This will probably have originated -- perhaps 
some time before -- as a valid and rational assessment of an individual’s physical condition. But if 
it becomes a construct, that person may reject information -- pain, a lump -- that might challenge it 
(a cognitive bias). Concern from a family member, however well-meaning, may be ignored for the 
same reason. Even a medical diagnosis may not alter behaviour. Counselling may help, or self-
reflection, but it may be that the construct never changes.

Kelly’s is an applied theory. A psychologist using PCP plays an active role, helping the subject 
establish how personal constructs can block change. Learning about the constructs and learning 
about the change come at the same time, and it is the role of the PC psychologist to help with the 
transformation,  raising  awareness  in  the  individual  about  their  cognitive  structures.  The 
psychologist can use a variety of techniques to reveal these constructs to the subject. The repertory 
grid is one validated approach (Fransella and Dalton 2000, 51ff) but Fransella, who has done a 
great deal to develop Kelly’s work, is insistent that no specific technique is prescribed. (Chapter 8 
presents examples.)

Kuhlthau uses PCP to reveal stages in the information seeking process, and the impact of affect or 
emotion at  each stage.  Her  hypothesis  is  that  (1993,  xx):  “information seeking is  a  process  of 
construction that begins with uncertainty and anxiety.” From the early stages of the process, where 
the user anticipates the task, preparing for the work ahead both cognitively (by contemplating 
possible  topics  for  the  search,  brainstorming  ideas)  and  affectively  (feeling  apprehensive, 
uncertain), through to what Kuhlthau calls the “pre-focus exploration” stage, the user’s cognitive 
work will likely be accompanied by feelings of confusion and doubt. Apprehension may prevent 
the search from commencing altogether. Once these stages are passed, however, and a focus for the 
information search has been formulated (whether through a “sudden moment of insight” (ibid, 48) 
or more gradually, through exploration of the literature in the broader area), Kuhlthau suggests 
that a more optimistic and confident mindset is generated in the user, and increased interest (ibid, 
46-52). Focus formulation is therefore seen by Kuhlthau as the most significant stage or task, and 
depends on exploration, and a tolerance for uncertainty (ibid, 114-5). However, Kuhlthau also notes 
that (ibid, 115):

[page 59]

users often move directly from selecting a general topic or area to the task of collecting 
information, skipping over the important stage of exploration altogether. Exploratory acts 
uncover  information  for  formulating  new  constructs,  whereas  collecting  acts  gather 
information for documenting established constructs. 

This last sentence directly reflects the difference between double- and single-loop learning,  and 
also explains why exploration and focus formulation are also those areas which promote the most 
anxiety, as they are where the new constructs are formed. Therefore, an IL pedagogy that focuses 
on mere retrieval of information is not promoting creativity, because it is systematised: because it 
avoids dealing with uncertainty (ibid, 172). Uncertainty, and hence anxiety, cannot be relieved by 
the design of a better information system, nor better teaching -- just as the construct “I am healthy” 
may not even be challenged by a professional diagnosis. Uncertainty is more likely a response to 
design or to certain types of teaching (IL, or otherwise).

Thus, information literacy must allow for personal constructs, which contribute to the possible 
rejection of information, even specifically relevant information. Some constructivist and critical IL 
pedagogies  do address  these matters  (see,  for  example,  Shor 1996).  However,  Kuhlthau is  not 
claiming to offer new insights into pedagogy. Rather, she seeks to integrate psychological issues 
and the subjective domain into LIS. Through doing so, she shows how “information anxiety” is not 



a failure of the user, a pathology caused by poor education or apathy; it is instead a natural part of 
the human condition.

Her response is to address, not teaching, but mediation. Mediators play an important role in the 
information search process. These may be information professionals, such as librarians or teachers, 
or they may be friends, or texts such as books, newspaper articles or TV programmes. All may help 
a learner focus their attention on specific elements of their information search by suggesting ways 
to  proceed,  and thus,  achieve  better  focus.  Mediation  helps  the  learner  through the  “zone  of 
intervention” - “that area in which a user can do with guidance and assistance what he or she 
could not do alone” (ibid, 176; via Vygotsky 1978). The assistance has to be dynamic, constantly 
reviewing and revising itself, because the zone of intervention alters as the nature of the user’s 
search, their knowledge and practices all change. Intervention in areas that lie outside the “zone” 
may be “intrusive on the one side [if the student has already changed practice], overwhelming on 
the other” (p. 176). Thus, the mediator and student are ideally in a constant dialogue, each adapting 
their position [page 60] with reference to the other (Linell 2009, 86; Laurillard 2002). This complex 
dance  of  diagnosis  and  intervention  requires  constant  reflection-in-action  “in  which  the 
practitioner relies not only on the patterns and underlying principles of a theoretical framework 
but also on sound professional experience” (ibid, 177).

Effective  mediation  has  to  handle  uncertainty,  however,  and  “[u]ncertainty,  the  predominant 
experience in the early stages of the search process, is not being sufficiently addressed in library 
and information services” (1993, p. 172). Mediation, for Kuhlthau, is still largely seen in LIS as a 
technical issue (design of systems), or a cognitive one (design of pedagogy), not an affective one. 
Affect  requires  the mediator  to  take on a counselling role:  specifically,  to  help the user  reveal 
personal constructs that are impacting on the search.

Kuhlthau  recognises  various  levels  of  mediation,  but  only  the  highest  level  involves  true 
counselling. In the first three levels (ibid, 137-142) -- seeing the library as an organizer of information 
at level 1, a locator at level 2 and identifier at level 3 -- only one point of contact between user and 
library system is expected. In consequence, the encounter can become automated. The user makes 
a request, the system delivers a single result (a single resource at the organizer and locator levels, a 
single list of resources at the identifier level), and the conversation is over. At Kuhlthau’s level 4 -- 
advisor -- a more complex result is returned, but the implication still remains, that the enquiry is 
complete. A sequence of information-searching activity is outlined, but there is still a singularity to it. 
Thus, again, there is the potential to automate this type of mediation.

However,  at  level  5  of  mediation,  the  counsellor,  the  user’s  experience  is  considered  more 
holistically, their learning allowed for. There is no expectation that a single response will be made 
to the user’s request, nor that no further contribution from the user will be required. Rather than 
returning a result, the counsellor “establishes a dialogue” (144), a way “to enable people to explore 
new ideas” (154): the dialogue is open-ended, and not finalised after the delivery of the resource. 
What is being offered at level 5 is not information, or even meaning, but guidance for the user, in 
their own personal process of seeking meaning (ibid, 143):

The  recommended  sequence  of  sources  of  information  emerges  as  the  topic  or  problem 
evolves  in  a  highly  individual  way.  The  information  is  understood  from the  frame  of 
reference  of  the  user’s  past  experience  and  the  constructs  they  hold....  The  Counsellor 
approaches  information  seeking  as  a  creative,  individual  process  that  is  dynamic  and 
unique for each person.

[page 61]

The role does not have to be instantiated in only a single person or office. An effective infrastructure 



for counselling may be developed, integrating the work of many different professionals: teachers, 
administrators, librarians, and educators (151). This is a view of IL as being, not a response to the 
design of an information system, but instantiated within it -- the system being designed not only to 
deliver information but promote its own effective use. It is a worthy view.

However, the problems with Kuhlthau’s work, vis-à-vis the development of radical IL, are that 
these insights remain rooted within the library context, most obviously within higher education. 
This is evident from her methodology. The library users from whom Kuhlthau gathered data were 
students,  usually  seeking  information  to  complete  an  assignment.  This  is  only  one  kind  of 
“information need”, and can be considered as an “abstraction forced on the student” (Edwards 
2006,  36).  Would  the  same feelings  of  anxiety  be  present  in  library  users  engaged in  entirely 
different search tasks?

More  broadly,  despite  advocating  changes  in  practice,  and  discussing,  albeit  briefly,  how this 
transformation could be attended to (via reflective practice: Kuhlthau 1993, 177), the paradigm of 
IL as being an outgrowth of bibliographic instruction, and thus, located within the library, is not 
questioned. Kuhlthau sees cognitive authority as still invested in the system, or library-as-text, and 
the expertise of the individual, professional librarian. Arguably, she sees anxiety and uncertainty as 
things which block, not learning as such, but use of the library. It is clearly stated that the theory she 
is developing is a “process theory for library and information services” (ibid, xxiii); the aim is to 
understand uncertainty and anxiety, but as additional inputs into the system. She says (ibid, xxv) 
that  “this  book  is  written  as  a  tool  for  reflective  librarians  and  information  professionals  to 
articulate a theoretical perspective for designing intervention services that recognize and respond 
to  users’  needs  for  counselling  in  the  process  of  learning  from  information  access  and  use.” 
Uncertainty, at least in principle, can be accommodated in a system (ibid, 108, via Bates 1986; see 
also “soft  systems methodology” (Checkland and Holwell  1998))  and she notes (ibid,  133) that 
“after  a  problem  has  been  well-defined  and  formulated,  the  library  system  works  fairly 
efficiently”.  What she is  trying to do is seek a fuller problem definition, a way for the library 
system to accommodate the uncertainty of the earlier stages, and help the user reach a point, after 
which they would be able to use the library system without further difficulty.

[page 62]

There is also the implication that the information sources will in principle be held in a library. With 
this single sentence (ibid, 153, emphasis added), Kuhlthau states what her limits are: “The broader 
view of information education enables students to learn how to learn in the library.” This means 
that structural elements in the landscape are not considered - including the library itself. What this 
perspective does not account for are cognitive conflicts between the library and its users. Students 
do not  necessarily  have the cognitive architecture to  engage with the library in this  way.  The 
students that she researched “lacked constructs that would prompt them to request mediation 
from a librarian” (ibid, 129), even for simple tasks, like information collection. The library was seen 
as  a  self-service  environment,  and  seeking  help  from  a  librarian  was  not  judged  a  wholly 
“legitimate” approach to researching a topic (ibid, 130). Elmborg (2002) observed how students are 
unfamiliar with the conventions of the reference interview. Thus it may be their encounter with the 
library itself that foments anxiety, rather than their understanding of the material found.

In  the  end,  though  her  work  is  a  valuable  statement  of  the  links  between  learning  and 
transformation  at  a  subjective  level,  Kuhlthau  never  really  moves  beyond  the  subjective.  Her 
theoretical focus remains on the individual user and their psychology, and the need to see this 
psychology  as  a  form  of  data,  an  input  into  the  system;  something  which,  if  only  it  were 
understood better, would contribute to the transformation of library practice. She does not account 
for the impact of the institutionalisation of IL: the way that changes in user education may come to 



challenge the constructs on which librarianship is based - and which may therefore be deflected, denied 
and absorbed by similar processes as Kelly describes, but this time acting at the intersubjective 
level….

Nevertheless,  Kuhlthau’s work is important.  She makes key connections between learning and 
transformation,  standing  on  a  wider  theoretical  base  than  LIS  had  previously.  PCP  helps  IL 
educators understand not just how anxiety and uncertainty can be designed for, but how identities 
are [page 63] formed, information needs provoked or repressed, and ideologies and assumptions 
which drive action can be hidden, even to the person holding them and undertaking the activity 
(Russell 2003, 126). 
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